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Aircraft financing and leasing symposium
to be held in Florida
London, UK, April 9, 2015: Aeropodium is the organizer of the US aircraft financing and leasing
symposium to be held on May 28, 2015 in Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA. This major event is hosted
and sponsored by Broward College. It is also sponsored by Shergroup. Furthermore, it will be
chaired by Russell N. McCaffery, Dean of Transportation Programs, Broward College.
This major event will explore the latest developments in commercial aircraft financing and leasing
in the United States. It will also provide excellent networking opportunities for operators, aircraft
manufacturers, banks, airports, law firms, financial analysts, leasing and finance companies and
all aviation professionals with an interest in the development of the US aviation sector.
Distinguished speakers will contribute to the event with their expertise and experience including
Benny F. Benitez of 94th AeroClaims-Aviation Consulting Group, Bruce Burnett of AVITAS,
Michael L. Dworkin, Esq. of Michael L. Dworkin and Associates, Donald G. Gray of Blake,
Cassels & Graydon, Jordan Karatzas of ICF International, Don Kenny of Falcon Insurance
Agency, Anthony Kioussis of Asset Insight, William Loh of International Aviation Advisors,
David Mayer of Shackelford, Melton, McKinley & Norton, Abdol Moabery of GA Telesis, Roland
H. Moore Esq., Aviation Attorney, Jaime Nieto of Rolls-Royce & Partners Finance, Tetsuya
Nozaki of MC Aviation Partners Americas, Philippe Poutissou, Marketing Executive, Aircraft and
Airline Market Intelligence, and Claire Sandbrook of Shergroup.
This major event will cover a variety of issues such as aircraft and equipment acquisition, operating
leasing and financing with a look to a large amount of aircraft retirements and the impact on the
future residual values, leasing and financing private aircraft used in commercial operations, aircraft
valuation and remarketing, continuing evolution of regional aircraft markets, engine exchange as
an effective way of financing shop visits, recent developments and changes in the aircraft leasing
industry, utilizing an objective maintenance grading standard to optimize asset value, a lessee and
lessors guide to successfully negotiating the aircraft insurance maze, how technical lease language
can ensure maintenance and return of the asset while retaining its value, international EETCs and
the Cape Town Convention, the arrival of Asian lessors, the IRR devil is in the details, and how to
enforce a judgment against a plane.
This aviation event is organized by Aeropodium. For more information, please visit the official
website www.aeropodium.com/usafl.html
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